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BUZZ!

A Word from Our VC

Welcoming new students at our Orientation Week was
quite an exciting start for me in my new role as UNIMY’s
Vice Chancellor. Seeing that UNIMY will be moving to
face-to-face classes for students, it is my hope the
Orientation Week was a helpful pathway, bridging your
student life from secondary school to that of a university
where you would be starting your education journey at
UNIMY in early May.
Despite our excitement to welcome our students back
to campus, safety remains our top priority. Although
Malaysia has started its endemic phase, the overall
campus welfare is of utmost important to us. Students,
staff, and the community are all inter-connected and thus
is at the heart of everything we do here. With this in mind,
we will continue to do all we can to minimise the risks
and make your student experience at UNIMY, as safe as
possible for everyone. We want to assure you that we are
here to ensure you succeed in your academic journey
with us in all aspects of your well-being – academically,
physically, mentally, and emotionally.
While new students are excited to walk through UNIMY’s
front doors, their seniors are excited to walk through the
front doors of the offices where they will be embarking on
their internship. Internships are a great way to connect
classroom knowledge to real-world experience. Learning
is one thing but taking those skills into the workforce and
applying them is a great way to explore different career
paths and specialisations that suit individual interests.
Additionally, internships provide a great environment to
meet professionals in the career field you want to pursue,
as well as other interns who have similar interests.
I would like to commend our Industry Engagement and
Graduate Employability unit for ensuring our students
have the necessary soft skills needed in the workplace
and the technical know-how to succeed in leadership
positions. Of course, skills such as communication,
leadership, problem-solving, and teamwork will continue
to be learned through an internship and utilised beyond
that experience. However, having a head start makes a
big difference.

Our World Industrial Network (WIN), a programme
developed to produce dynamic graduates who are
equipped with all the much-needed skills that are
relevant and required by the industry is one such head
start. It aims to enhance the quality of UNIMY graduates
by instilling strategic and futuristic thinking through
specialised academics, exclusive experiential learning,
and inspiring industry experts and practitioners. The
extensive industry partnerships that we have fostered
throughout the years also ensures our students interns
at industry relevant organisations.
Finally, with us being at the cusp of the Muslim month
of Syawal, I wish the UNIMY community renewed energy
and strength to overcome any obstacles so that together
we can continue to strive for excellence towards Creating
a Digital Nation.
Here’s wishing all our Muslim friends a joyous and
blessed Eid Mubarak and Selamat Hari Raya Aidil Fitri!
Remember to stay safe and healthy as you enjoy the
holiday with friends and family, and to the UNIMY
community, see you on campus for the new semester
in May!

Assoc. Prof. Ts. Dr. Zulkarnain Kedah
Vice Chancellor (Interim)

GLOBAL
CONNECTIONS
Connect Locally. Engage Globally.

International engagement enables UNIMY to
provide our students with the opportunity to
connect globally with like-minded partners,
nurturing them into the future digital technology
leaders with a global mindset.

Marked by institutional bonds, aligned research
interests, and significant student mobility, we
identify international partnerships, programmes
and projects that align with UNIMY’s aspiration
of Creating a Digital Nation.

SPOTLIGHT ON INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT INITIATIVES

Memorandum of Understandings
UNIMY’s MOU with the Penang Youth
Development Council (PYDC) is one of the
university’s initiatives to expose youths to the
exciting world of digital technology as we work
together towards Creating a Digital Nation.
1 April 2022

MoU with The Penang Youth Development Council (PYDC)

An MOU was signed with Libyan School Damai,
Malaysia where UNIMY is pleased to have the
school as our Adopted School or “Sekolah
Anak Angkat”. The MOU would also facilitate
representatives of UNIMY to engage with the
school for various initiatives.
26 April 2022
MoU with Libyan School Damai, Malaysia

UNIMY signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with the MDC Asia Link Berhad to help
advance inter-disciplinary opportunities where
UNIMY could continue to actively participate in
many projects with like-minded partners and
increase diversity of its offerings on campus.
28 April 2022

MoU with The MDC Asia Link Berhad

Courtesy Visits & Discussions

A fruitful discussion was held with H.E.
Ambassador Ardasher Saedjaafar Qodri and Mr
Parviz Sharipov, Attaché, Embassy of Tajikistan
in Malaysia.
15 April 2022

Visit to Embassy of Tajikistan

Can Gig Jobs Supercharge Your Résumé?
YES! According to UNIMY’s Head of Industry Engagement & Graduate Employability (IEGE), Ms.
Nalena Balachandran.

“The small yet mighty gig job, when packaged
correctly, recruiters or hiring manager will be
happy to consider your gig experience. It’s
simply a matter of using a functional résumé
to highlight the skills you learned from your
gigs to capture their attention. It’s one of the
best résumé formats for job applicants who
are fresh graduates or with a non-traditional
employment history”.
Ms. Nalena Balachandran

Head of Industry Engagement & Graduate Employability (IEGE),
UNIMY

What’s a Functional Résumé?
A functional résumé format is a type of résumé that focuses more on skills rather than work
experiences, especially transferable skills.
Package your functional résumé by taking a close look at the job description and matching the
transferable skills that you learned or honed through gig jobs to the skills the new job requires.
Thus, the reason a functional résumé format is the best résumé format for applicants who are fresh
graduates or with non-traditional work history.
“With functional résumés you do not have to list chronological work history,” shares Ms. Nalena.
Instead, focus on transferable skills such as a specific skill set relevant to the new job and list
your accomplishments in that area. For example, gig jobs tend to have large customer-service and
efficiency components to them. A functional résumé lets you dedicate space to why and how you
have those skills.
Even if your gig job is not in the field you are applying in, there may be reasons that it is relevant.
There can be an overlap of skills between different fields or industries, and when that’s the case it
could be very valuable to add the gig job onto your résumé. It shows that you have experience with
a certain type of skill relevant to the job that you are applying for, even if it’s in an industry that’s
different.

KEY TAKEAWAY

“For example, if your side hustle is as a ride-hailing driver or a
barista at a cafe, you could indicate that your interpersonal or “people”
skills include communication skills, being detail-oriented, able to
multitask, having organisational as well as time management skills
and the ability to work under pressure while still being outgoing with
a professional attitude. These are transferable skills even if you are
applying for a position as a software engineer, game developer or
business administrator,” says Ms. Nalena
In addition to interpersonal skills, there are also personal skills that you could showcase as being
developed through gig jobs such as determination, resourcefulness, initiative, willingness to learn,
adaptability, flexibility, and self-starter.
But isn’t a résumé to showcase your knowledge in the field that you are applying for, you may ask.

What is the Purpose of a Résumé?
Most would answer that the purpose of a résumé is to get a job, right?
Yes, but also no.
According to Ms Nalena, “The goal of your résumé is to actually land you an interview. Think of it like
a marketing tool used to capture the recruiter’s attention by showing how you, as a job applicant,
meet the specific position’s qualifications and expectations. Consider it your “elevator pitch” to
convince a potential employer to invite you to an interview where they can get to know you better”.
Essentially, there are three types of skills that are most likely to be most relevant and transferable,
and of course should be in your résumé:
•
•
•

Technical skills
Analytical skills
Soft skills

Technical skills are what you learned in class such as using computers, designing, and so forth.
Analytical skills, could be acquired through both class as well as gig jobs, help you work with
information and data management. Soft skills help you work well with people.
Your résumé should integrate and share how all of these align with your career goals. However, this
may be a challenge for fresh graduates. So, we are back to how gig jobs could help you enhance your
résumé. We’ve covered soft skills.
Data-based analytical skills include a wide variety of skills that involve the accumulation,
organisation, and presentation of data. For example, as a barista or ride hailing driver, you may have
had the opportunity to be involved with record management, database management, spreadsheet
management or information collation. An example of how you would include this in your résumé:
“developed Excel database to assist with client, claims or order management.”

Anything Else?
Of course, you have the technical skills acquired
through your time at UNIMY. However, if you have the
time and money, getting some micro-credentials would
help boost your résumé as well.
“Our Malaysian Qualifications Agency (MQA) define of
a micro-credential as a digital certification of assessed
knowledge, skills, and competencies in a specific or
narrow area of study and/or practice. These short
learning chunks focus on specific professional skill
sets to ensure that the qualification earned will meet
industry-specific needs and is relevant and recognised
by future employers. It can be many things, a single
course that would last a term, a handful of hours, a
couple of weeks, or a few days,” explains Ms Nalena.
These credentials and certifications could help you
stand out by highlighting how you have augmented
your technical skills over time. For example, you are
a game development graduate with a Social Media
Certification, or a business administration graduate
with a Google Ads Search Certification or an IT graduate
with Supervision or Leadership Accreditation.

End Goal
The end goal is to showcase how you would be an asset
to the company. Otherwise, the likelihood of you landing
an interview much less a job successfully, is slim.
When you scrutinize everything that you have done at
your gig jobs, it quickly becomes clear why you should
include it on your résumé. It will enhance your candidacy,
help you stand out amongst the other applicants, and
hopefully land you an excellent new job!
For those looking to earn these transferable skills from
gigging now, UNIMY has partnered with https://qwork.
my/ to help our students find various gigs, manage gigs
and get ahead in a fun and rewarding way.
“And lastly, to all UNIMY students, be it for your
internship or for your pre-graduation job search, or
even if you are crafting a résumé for a gig job, drop by
UNIMY’s IEGE office if you need help figuring all these
out,” concludes Ms Nalena.

Good luck!

RAMADAN CHEER
@ UNIMY

Ramadan has seen many joyous happenings on our
campus.
A festive Iftar or buka puasa was organised to
warmly welcome Dato’ Hjh Faridah Ab. Jabbar as
a new member of UNIMY Board of Governor. After
the Solat Maghrib and Hajat with Dr Ts Mohamed
Ackiel Mohamed, Interim Chairman, UNIMY Board
of Governor, along with management and staff of
UNIMY, the event culminated with donation of some
‘Duit Raya’ through UNIMY’s Zakat Fund to 34 orphans
from Pusat Jagaan Kanak-Kanak Yatim dan Miskin
Rukaiyah.
Congratulations Dato’ Hjh Faridah Ab. Jabbar and
Welcome to the UNIMY Community

UNIMY’s “Iftar Cheer Project” sees
us periodically distributing kurma
(dates) and adding to the festivities
@ the Pasar Ramadan in Cyberjaya
that is just next to our university’s
building.

Our UNIMY students also joined in the fun of
Ramadan Cheer! They rolled up their sleeves and
enjoyed a time of camaraderie with the Committee
Members of Fisabilillah Mosque in Cyberjaya to
pack the delectable Iftar treat – Bubur Lambuk –
and distribute to the nearby residents.

ENGAGING THE UNIMY COMMUNITY

T I M E TO

E N G AG E !

UNIMY organises events and activities to
foster student learning, enrich the quality of
campus life and the students’ overall collegiate
experience.
It also provides opportunities for interaction,
understanding and involvement between
individuals
and
groups
from
diverse
backgrounds while ensuring staff and students
enjoy work-life balance and holistic campus
experience.

Orientation Day for New Students!
Orientation Week was organised by UNIMY’s
Centre for Student Experience to provide a
helpful pathway for new students to bridge their
student life from secondary school to that of a
university as they start their education journey
at UNIMY in early May.

BRAND
BUILDING

UNIMY branding building initiatives is consistently ongoing. Our presence through various media channels and
engagement platforms allows UNIMY to actively connect
and engage with our stakeholders.

CYBERGAME 2022
MANY people love video games but imagine having a career that is related to games development.
Among the reasons why students choose to pursue courses related to games development at the
tertiary level are passion, interest, and desire to be creative. Understanding that students’ learning
experience is enhanced when they could appreciate first hand why players find certain games fun,
UNIMY organised a LIVE Cyber Game tournament on campus. Through the event, students were able to
not only have fun with external players but also analyse and comprehend what makes the player happy
and satisfied about a game that also provides them entertainment. It is hoped that the experience will
enable students to develop great games when in the UNIMY classrooms and have fun as together we
Create a Digital Nation.

UNIMY’s Digital Technology Intensive Programme (DiTIP)
UNIMY’s Digital Technology Intensive Programme (DiTIP) was back to get the public on the path
towards being part of the digital technology industry as we move together towards Creating a Digital
Nation.
Three short courses were offered with approximately 50 participants in total enrolled in the programmes,
majority being SPM leavers.
Participants in the Introduction to Game Development programme tried their hands at developing
their own game while those enrolled in the Introduction to Cybersecurity learned basic cybersecurity
fundamentals of Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability or better known as the CIA triad. The Introduction
to Programming (.Net Programming) is intended for anyone who is new to programming and wants,
or needs, to gain an understanding of programming fundamentals and object-oriented programming
concepts.

Introduction to Additive Manufacturing (AM) Using 3D Pen
Dr Syahril Anuar Idris, UNIMY’s Robotics Specialist presented an introduction to additive manufacturing
(AM) using 3D pen. This is to enable students to understand how technology is utilised as a tool
to facilitate work processes seeing that AM is one of the pillars of Industry 4.0. The session was
organised for students from both science and arts streams to provide them with an exposure to future
careers as well as the growing use of digital technology.
THANK YOU SMK PANTAI SEPANG PUTRA FOR INVITING UNIMY!

Thank You
for Reading!
www.unimy.edu.my
1-300-88-5008
Creating A Digital Nation
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